Cluster-iron substitution is related to structural and functional features of adrenodoxin mutants and to their redox states.
Site-directed mutants of adrenodoxin were studied for their ability to undergo cluster-iron substitution when reacted with zinc or cadmium salts under non-denaturing conditions in the presence or absence of reductants. Equilibrium and kinetic data for metal substitution were correlated with data on the stability to thermal unfolding and with the redox potential of the protein. Similarly to the wild-type protein, all mutants were able to stabilize a substituted form of the protein containing two metal (Zn or Cd) atoms and two sulfide ions/mol protein and a substituted form of the protein containing two sulfide ions and five Cd atoms/mol protein. However, the distribution of these two metal-substituted forms was different among the investigated proteins. [Ser95]Adrenodoxin stabilized either metal-substituted forms, confirming that Cys95 is not involved in metal coordination, even when five Cd atoms are bound to the protein. Removal of the extremely conserved hydroxy function at position 54 resulted in complete apoprotein formation upon reaction with Cd (75 % with Zn) under reducing conditions, indicating a cluster-harboring role for this function, which is conserved in all known 2Fe-2S proteins. Mutants at His56, which represents a residue unique to most vertebrate-type ferredoxins, were much more reactive than the wild-type protein with either metal, indicating that His56 plays a prominent role in the stabilization of the protein structure in the immediate vicinity of the cluster in this class of proteins. The nature of the metal-substitution products was dependent on cluster accessibility. For the reduced proteins, apoprotein formation depended on protein stability, while the velocity of metal substitution depended on the ease of cluster reduction.